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Genomic evidence for homoploid hybrid speciation in a
marine mammal apex predator
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Hybridization is widespread and constitutes an important source of genetic variability and evolution. In animals,
its role in generating novel and independent lineages (hybrid speciation) has been strongly debated, with only a
few cases supported by genomic data. The South American fur seal (SAfs) Arctocephalus australis is a marine
apex predator of Pacific and Atlantic waters, with a disjunct set of populations in Peru and Northern Chile [Pe-
ruvian fur seal (Pfs)] with controversial taxonomic status. We demonstrate, using complete genome and reduced
representation sequencing, that the Pfs is a genetically distinct species with an admixed genome that originated
from hybridization between the SAfs and the Galapagos fur seal (Arctocephalus galapagoensis) ~400,000 years
ago. Our results strongly support the origin of Pfs by homoploid hybrid speciation over alternative introgression
scenarios. This study highlights the role of hybridization in promoting species-level biodiversity in large
vertebrates.
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INTRODUCTION
Homoploid hybrid speciation (HHS) refers to the stable establish-
ment of hybrid populations attaining evolutionary independence
from their parental donor species without change in ploidy (1).
The composition of parental ancestry components can, in principle,
range from the transfer of single genes to the dominance of alleles
from the more abundant species to proportions approaching parity
(2–5). Recombination of parental material results in hitherto un-
proven haplotypic combinations and allows exploration of novel
phenotypes and environmental niche space that was inaccessible
to the parents (6–8). Combined with geographical isolation follow-
ing founder events, hybrid genomes can stabilize before being
swamped by homogenizing gene flow with the generally more
abundant parental species (6–9).

The conditions that must be satisfied to accept a case as HHS are
debated, ranging from mere identification of a new hybrid lineage
that is stable and reproductively isolated from the parental species
(10) to more restrictive definitions requiring evidence that the hy-
bridization was the leading cause for the reproductive isolation (RI)
(11). However, the last criterion is disputed on both empirical and
conceptual grounds (10). Determining whether the RI of the new
lineage was directly derived from the hybridization event may be
very difficult in ancient hybridizations (9, 12), and artificial
crosses allowing inference of hybrid fitness (11) apply to only a
subset of organisms. Moreover, the mode and strength of RI
deemed relevant for speciation differ by species concept and
taxon (13), blurring the criteria that could be applied across the
tree of life. Experimental evidence for hybrid speciation remains ac-
cordingly scarce (9, 14, 15). Genome-wide molecular evidence rec-
ognizes a broader range of candidate cases in plants and small-body
animals (9, 10, 16). However, even considering the less strict defini-
tions, cases in which HHS may be considered a credible hypothesis
given convincing evidence (e.g., genomic data) seem extremely rare
in large vertebrates and, to our knowledge, have not been reported
in mammals (17).
Here, we present results of whole-genome and reduced represen-

tation sequencing from three species and subpopulations of fur
seals, large marine apex carnivores, previously found to have a
complex evolutionary history with evidence of past hybridization
(Fig. 1A) (18). The Galapagos fur seal (Gfs; Arctocephalus galapa-
goensis) is endemic to the Galapagos Archipelago (19), and the New
Zealand fur seal (NZfs; Arctocephalus forsteri) is distributed in New
Zealand and Southern Australia (Fig. 1A) (20). The South American
fur seal (SAfs; Arctocephalus australis) has two disjunct distribution
ranges: Most rookeries occur continuously from the southern At-
lantic coast of southern Brazil to the southern Pacific coast of
Chile. The second range begins 2000 km northward, runs from
the north-central Chilean coast to the central Peruvian coast, and
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is concentrated in relatively few reproductive colonies, the largest in
Punta San Juan (PSJ), central-southern Peru (Fig. 1A) (21). Several
studies have found that individuals from the latter populations have
distinct morphological, molecular (22–24), and biological features
(25). These have motivated authors to regard the Peruvian fur seal
(Pfs) as a biological entity of its own: as an Evolutionarily Signifi-
cant Unit (23) or a subspecies of A. australis (26, 27). A small and
isolated rookery of putative Pfs is also present on Isla Foca, Peru
~1000 km north of the main distribution (28) and within the area
of convergence of the Humboldt Current and the Equatorial
Current, a region with both temperate and cold-water marine
species. We characterized the genomic diversity, population rela-
tionships, and evolutionary history of the group, which allowed
us to delimit species, estimate speciation scenarios, and assess
signals of genomic introgression. These results establish that the Pe-
ruvian fur seal is a new species that originated from HHS between
the Galapagos fur seal and the South American fur seal.

RESULTS
Sequencing, SNP filtering information, and ploidy
characterization
In addition to previously sequenced genomes of the NZfs, Gfs, and
SAfs (fromArgentina) (18), we added two new genomes of the latter
from Chile and Falklands/Malvinas (hereafter Falklands) and one
Pfs (Fig. 1A). Our Peruvian sample came from the PSJ colony, the
largest on the Peruvian/Northern Chilean coast (33 to 42% of the
total amount of individuals), which is responsible for producing
the largest number of pups per reproductive season (28). The pre-
vious studies that observed the distinctiveness of the Pfs used pri-
marily individuals from PSJ (see Introduction). The average
coverage, including the published genome of the Antarctic fur
seal (Afs; Arctocephalus gazella) used as an outgroup, was 24.6×
(±6.2) (table S1). The filtered whole-genome panel consisted of
~13.3 million single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) distributed
in 3892 scaffolds. We also generated a double digest Restriction-site
Associated DNA sequencing (ddRAD-seq) SNP dataset resulting in

Fig. 1. Sampling setup and population structuring of the focal taxa. (A) Distribution of fur seal species and localities assessed in this study. From the left to the right:
New Zealand fur seal (NZfs), A. forsteri, green; Galapagos fur seal (Gfs), A. galapagoensis, pink; Peruvian fur seal (Pfs) A. australis, hatched blue and pink lines; and South
American fur seal (SAfs), A. australis, light blue. (B) Principal components analysis (PCA) of superimposed whole-genome resequencing (stars) and double digest restric-
tion site–associated DNA sequencing (ddRAD-seq) (circles) data. (C) PCA of ddRAD-seq data with only the three focal taxa. WGS, whole-genome shotgun. (D) Admixture
plots based on ddRAD-seq data with K = 3 and 4. Samples from Isla Foca are indicated in yellow in (B) and (C) and are specified in (D).
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a filtered dataset of 47 individuals from all species and populations
with a total of 3198 segregating SNPs distributed in 6168 scaffolds
(Fig. 1, figs. S1 and S2, and table S2).
By definition, an essential requirement of the HHS model is that

the new hybrid lineage originated without change in chromosome
number; specifically, it should not be polyploid (9). Polyploidy is
considered extremely unlikely, if not impossible, in mammals,
and no viable polyploid mammal has been found so far (29). None-
theless, we used the whole-genome shotgun (WGS) data to estimate
the ploidy (both polyploidy and aneuploidy) of our focal species.
The results support that the Gfs, Pfs, and SAfs genomes are diploids,
as was already found for the SAfs (30), and that none is an aneuploid
(fig. S3).

Population structure and genetic differentiation
We first explored genetic differentiation between individuals and
between species using principal components analysis (PCA) with
both the whole-genome (13,316,418 SNPs) and ddRAD-seq data-
sets. In both cases, species were well separated, and individuals of
the same species clustered together, including the SAfs of different
populations (Brazil, Argentina, Falklands, and Chile) (Fig. 1, B and
C, and fig. S4). However, Pfs assumed an intermediate position
between the SAfs and the Gfs. Considering the Pfs and its putative
parents in isolation, a “V” pattern characteristic of hybrid origin
(31) suggested a near-equal contribution of Gfs and SAfs ancestry
(equidistance on PC 1), followed by an independent history of Pfs
(shift along PC 2) (Fig. 1C).
Genetic differentiation between populations and species estimat-

ed with FST (ddRAD-seq data) was concordant with the above
results, presenting a low to moderate population differentiation
(0.03 to 0.09) between the four South American populations
(table S3). FST between these localities and the Pfs was higher,
ranging from 0.13 (Pfs-SAfs Chile) to 0.18 (Pfs-SAfs Falklands).
FST between recognized species ranged from 0.20 (SAfs Chile-
NZfs) to 0.40 (Gfs-NZfs) (table S3).
Admixture analysis with ddRAD-seq data agreed with PCA

results, supporting three genetic clusters (K = 3 had the lowest

cross-validation error; fig. S5), with individuals of each species ap-
pearing as a genetically homogeneous group (Fig. 1D). However, all
Pfs from the mainland (PSJ colony) were admixed, sharing ancestry
components from the SAfs and Gfs, with the dominance of SAfs
ancestry. With K = 4 to 6 clusters (Fig. 1D and fig. S5), the Pfs pre-
sented a distinct genetic component. Except for one individual that
showed a small proportion (~12%) of Galapagos ancestry, all main-
land individuals of the Pfs (from PSJ) were noticeably homogeneous
in their ancestry. All individuals from PSJ had mtDNA haplotypes
representative of the Pfs (table S4) (30).
Two of the three Peruvian individuals sampled in the isolated

rookery in Isla Foca (~1000 km distant north from PSJ on the north-
ern coast of Peru) grouped with the Galapagos individuals in the
PCA (Fig. 1, B and C). They also contained only the Galapagos
genetic component in the admixture results (Fig. 1D) and mito-
chondrial DNA (mtDNA) signatures of the Gfs (table S4). The
third individual from Isla Foca was positioned between the Gfs
and the Peruvian samples, suggesting an F2 backcrossed hybrid
between Pfs and Gfs, with 75% of its genome from the former
and 25% from the latter (Fig. 1). This individual had the mtDNA
signature of the Pfs (table S4).

Phylogenetic relationships
We next estimated the phylogenetic relationships between the indi-
vidual genomes using a multispecies coalescent species tree ap-
proach with ASTRAL-III (Fig. 2A). The genomes from the three
South American populations grouped with full support in an
almost polytomous clade, with the two genomes from the Atlantic
(Argentina and Falklands) grouping with partial support. Unex-
pectedly, the Pfs was sister to the Gfs, with full support and present-
ed a more extended branch. The NZfs was sister to SAfs and Gfs +
Pfs clades. Next, we used the StarBEAST2 species tree approach to
estimate relationships and divergence times based on 300 genomic
regions. Given the results described above, we kept the Peruvian
sample as an independent taxon (Fig. 2B). Again, the Peruvian
and Gfs were sister species with relatively recent divergence (~0.4
Ma ago). This clade diverged from the rest of the SAfs ~0.65 Ma
and the NZfs diverged around 1.5 Ma. This species tree was identi-
cal, and divergence times were very similar to our previous study,
which only used the individual from Argentina to represent the
SAfs (18). Contrary to the nuclear genome, the phylogenetic tree
of the mitochondrial genomes grouped the Peruvian mtDNA
with the SAfs, although being the most divergent lineage (fig. S6).
The SAfs sample from Argentina was sister to the group from Chile
and Falklands, corroborating previous findings (18, 32, 33).
Given the discordant phylogenetic position of the Pfs in different

analyses, we next quantified the genomic frequency of the three dif-
ferent topologies considering Pfs, Gfs, and one of the SAfs genomes
(Fig. 3A). We split each of the 724 largest scaffolds (>1 Mb), which
comprise about 1.9 Gb, into contiguous windows of 50 kb.
Maximum likelihood trees were estimated for each of the 38,823
genomic windows. In 51% of the trees, the Pfs grouped with Gfs,
29% grouped with the SAfs, and 20% Gfs and SAfs were grouped
(Fig. 3B). We next used the Twisst analysis to better understand
the distribution of these topologies along the largest scaffolds.
The three topologies were distributed relatively regularly along
the larger scaffolds (Fig. 3C and figs. S7 and S8). This high level
of discordance may be the consequence of past hybridization, and
its smooth distribution suggests that it occurred many generations

Fig. 2. Species trees and divergence time among fur seals species. (A) Species
tree estimated with ASTRAL-III based on 7810 independent gene trees. Numbers
are node support. (B) StarBEAST2 species tree with point estimates of divergence
times based on 300 independent loci of 50 kb. Node numbers are the divergence
times (million years ago). Blue bars represent the 95% confidence interval. The bar
at the bottom of the phylogeny is a scale bar for the confidence interval. All nodes
with support = 1. NZfs, A. forsteri; Gfs, A. galapagoensis; Pfs, A. australis; SAfs, A.
australis; and the outgroup, the Afs, A. gazella.
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ago, as recombination at each generation continuously breaks down
long tracks of the parental chromosomes (5). However, because in-
complete lineage sorting (ILS) can result in a similar pattern, we
next used several methods to test for evidence of past hybridization
events.

Genomic introgression among populations and species
We applied the f3 and f4-statistics to investigate signals of admixture
between populations by splitting up the genome into 1331 blocks of
10,000 SNPs each. The f3-statistic explicitly tests whether a taxon of
interest C results from admixture between two others (A and B): A
significantly negative f3-statistic supports the admixture hypothesis,
while a positive value is not informative (34). The f3 analysis showed
strong signals that Pfs is admixed between the SAfs and the Gfs

(table S5); signals were similar regardless of the choice of SAfs lo-
calities (Argentina, Falklands, and Chile). Although substantially
weaker, we also detected an introgression signal between the NZfs
and Gfs. The f4-statistics use four-taxa topologies in the form
(A,B;C,D), and when A is an outgroup, it allows testing past intro-
gression between B and either C or D. A significantly positive f4
implies gene flow between B and D, and a significantly negative f4
implies gene flow between B and C. Here, A is either NZfs or Afs, B
is SAfs or Gfs, and we fixed Pfs as D to ease visualization (this only
affects the sign). Because the phylogenetic position of the Pfs as a
sister to the Gfs or the SAfs was unclear, we tested both topologies.
We found highly significant signals of gene flow between Pfs and
both Gfs and SAfs (Table 1 and fig. S9). We also found a weak in-
trogression signal between NZfs and SAfs ( f4 < 0.003). These results

Fig. 3. Topology weighting across the genome for the origin of the Pfs. (A) The main three alternative topologies for the position of the Pfs and (B) their relative
weightings across the whole genomes. (C) Smoothed weights across the five largest scaffolds (delimited by the plus signals).

Fig. 4. Peruvian fur seals are a hybrid species. (A) f-branch results. The values in thematrix refer to excess allele sharing ( fb statistics) between the tree branches in the y
axis and the species/populations on the x axis. Dotted lines in the phylogeny represent ancestral lineage, and nondotted lines represent extant lineages. The asterisks
indicate significant results (P < 0.01). Gray cells are inestimable relationships. AR (Argentina), FK (Falklands), and CH (Chile). (B) TreeMix maximum likelihood phylogeny
with the standard error (s.e.) and the direction of introgression (arrows) and (C) admixture graph supported the Pfs as a mixed genome between the Gfs and the SAfs.
Dotted lines are the direction of introgression, and numbers are the percentage of introgression with their respective confidence intervals in gray. SAfs from AR and FK are
combined as an Atlantic population (B). An introgression between the NZfs and the SAfs was also detected. NZfs is the basal taxon.
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strongly supported that the Pfs was involved in past gene flow with
both the Gfs and the SAfs, although these statistics cannot discern
the direction of the introgressions nor distinguish between a scenar-
io of continuous gene flow and HHS.
Next, to better understand the signals of introgression in a phy-

logenetic context, we used the f-branch metric to summarize the f4
ratio values (an estimation of the ancestry proportions in an
admixed population). We used the three SAfs genomes from differ-
ent localities and the Pfs and Gfs as sister species. We found strong
evidence of introgression (P < 0.01) between the Pfs and SAfs re-
gardless of population choice for the SAfs (Fig. 4A). The method
also detected introgression between NZfs and SAfs, which would
have occurred before the divergence between the populations and
the latter. A minor significant signal was detected between Pfs
and NZfs that may be the consequence of the previous introgression
between SAfs (ancestral to Pfs) and NZfs. The horizontal lines of
lower correlated signals from SAfs from Argentina and Chile are
likely not introgression events but a consequence of their shared an-
cestry (35). The topology with the Pfs as sister to the SAfs produced
similar evidence of introgression, but now between Pfs and Gfs (fig.
S10). Overall, these results support the hypothesis that Pfs consti-
tutes an admixed genome.
Last, we used Hybrid Detection (HyDe) analysis (36) to further

investigate the admixture scenarios found above. HyDe is a method
that tests whether a population may have arisen via hybridization
and estimates the proportion of parental contributions using
genomic data (37). We tested all possible hybridization hypotheses
among Gfs, SAfs, and Pfs, using NZfs as an outgroup.We examined
the three populations of SAfs (Argentina, Falklands, and Chile) in-
dividually and as a group. In all tests, we found high support for the
Pfs as a hybrid between the Gfs and the SAfs. None of the other
scenarios, SAfs or Gfs as a hybrid, were supported (Table 2). In

this analysis, the shared ancestry of the Pfs was higher with the
SAfs (γ = 0.72) than with the Gfs.

Phylogenomic inferences with admixture
On the basis of the evidence of substantial genome-wide admixture
in the group, we next estimated the evolutionary relationship
among these populations using methods that allow introgression.
We first used TreeMix to infer a maximum likelihood tree of the
populations with a given number of events of introgression using
all possible f4 values as estimated above. The Pfs grouped with the
SAfs, closest to the population from Chile and then to Argentina
and Falklands, although the latter two groups had minimal
branch lengths (fig. S11). However, about 49% of the Peruvian
genome originated from an introgression event from the Gfs.
Given the lack of differentiation between Argentina and Falklands
samples of the SAfs, we ran a second analysis combining them as an
Atlantic population (Fig. 4B). Here, the Pfs grouped with the Gfs,
but 48% of its genome was introgressed from the Chilean SAfs,
again the latter and the Atlantic populations were almost indistin-
guishable. The Pfs had a more extended branch (drift parameter)
than the other samples in both analyses, indicating inflated
genetic diversity, as is expected in admixed populations (38, 39).
In both analyses, TreeMix also detected small introgression from
the NZfs to the SAfs, estimated as 4 or 10% (Fig. 4B and fig. S11).
The admixture graph (summarizing results of the f3-statistics)
showed similar results (Fig. 4C). Additional analysis with the
three SAfs populations evaluated separately found the same
results, although it suggests that the NZfs introgression would
have occurred in the Atlantic populations (fig. S12).
Because all the above methods to estimate introgression use as

input SNPs datasets, we next applied approaches that use gene
trees as input. The phylogenomic analysis with PhyloNet and
7810 independent gene trees recovered four networks in a 95%
credible set of topologies; the best ranked represented 55.9% of all
networks, followed by the others representing 22.1, 15.4, and 5.4%,
respectively (fig. S13). In all four networks, the Pfs was found as a
hybrid between Gfs and SAfs, with the genomic contribution of the
Gfs being higher (~70%). A smaller (~6%) introgressive event from
the SAfs to the NZfs was detected.

Testing HHS against alternative introgression scenarios
Because our results highly supported a hybrid origin for the Pfs, we
next used an approximate Bayesian computation approach to test
whether the species originated by HHS or by alternative hybridiza-
tion scenarios (Fig. 5A and fig. S14). Specifically, HHS implies a
“nearly instantaneous” origin of a new lineage by hybridization
between individuals from two parental species that remain other-
wise unchanged, which requires the absence of previously differen-
tiated subpopulations (of Gfs and SAfs) for the origin of the hybrid
species and its simultaneous “divergence” from both parentals. The
three alternative non-HHS scenarios were: Pfs originating from in-
trogression (gene flow) of Gfs or SAfs into a previously isolated sub-
population of SAfs or Gfs (scenarios 2 and 3, respectively) and a
hybrid origin of Pfs from the fusion of two previously isolated sub-
populations from Gfs and SAfs (scenario 4). Scenario 4 may also be
considered hybrid speciation, although it is biologically different
from scenario 1. We found that the HHS scenario of instantaneous
hybrid origin fits the data well (Fig. 5B) and is strongly supported
(with posterior probability of >0.95) over the other non-HHS

Table 1. f4-statistics test of introgression between the Pfs, SAfs, and
Gfs. For f4 (A,B;C,D), a significantly positive z score implies gene flow
between B and D. Only four-taxa topologies that include the Peruvian fur
seal (Pfs) and its putative parental species, the Galapagos (Gfs) and the
South American [SAfs Argentina (AR), Falkland Islands (FK), and Chile (CH)]
fur seals, were shown here. New Zealand (NZfs) and Antarctic fur seals (Afs)
were used as outgroups. All results are highly significant (z scores: > 3).

(A B) (C D) f4-statistics z score

NZfs Gfs SAfs FK Pfs 0.02 65.76

NZfs Gfs SAfs CH Pfs 0.019 65.16

NZfs Gfs SAfs AR Pfs 0.019 63.83

Afs Gfs SAfs FK Pfs 0.015 58.26

Afs Gfs SAfs CH Pfs 0.014 58.71

Afs Gfs SAfs AR Pfs 0.014 57.3

NZfs SAfs FK Gfs Pfs 0.007 32.1

NZfs SAfs CH Gfs Pfs 0.008 34.14

NZfs SAfs AR Gfs Pfs 0.007 34.12

Afs SAfs FK Gfs Pfs 0.007 39.13

Afs SAfs CH Gfs Pfs 0.007 38.56

Afs SAfs AR Gfs Pfs 0.007 39.57
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scenarios (Fig. 5C and fig. S15). For the non-HHS scenarios, we set a
minimum of 100 generations for the duration of each subpopula-
tion before the introgression or hybridization resulting in the Pfs
(parameters Tg and Ts; Fig. 5D and fig. S14). This minimum time
is necessary to statistically discriminate these scenarios from the
HHS instantaneous origin (i.e., in which the duration of these sub-
populations would be 0), and we consider it a reasonable minimum
time for a new subpopulation to genetically differentiate from its
parental. The posterior distributions of these two parameters
show that both reached their highest probability at the lower limit
of 100 generations with a clear tendency toward even lower values
(fig. S16). Setting the minimum values of Tg and Ts to 0 shows their
posterior distribution tending to 0, which, in this limit, would
render all scenarios equivalent to the HHS scenario (Fig. 5A). Con-
versely, increasing the minimum value of Tg and Ts to 300 genera-
tions increased the posterior probability of the HHS scenario to
>0.99 (fig. S16).

Estimating divergence and hybridization times
To estimate when the hybridization resulting in the Pfs lineage
would have occurred, we used a multispecies coalescent model
(MSC) in the presence of introgression implemented in BP&P
program. As input, we used the topology derived from the species
network with the two hybridization events obtained with the previ-
ous methods (Fig. 4, B and C) and 5000 randomly selected indepen-
dent 5-kb genomic fragments. Hybridization between Gfs and SAfs
giving rise to the Pfs was estimated to have occurred ~0.43 Ma (95%
confidence interval: 0.40 to 0.46 Ma) with inheritance proportions
of 67 and 33%, respectively (Fig. 6 and table S6). The divergence
between the Gfs and SAfs was estimated at ~0.64 Ma. Approximate-
ly 2.4% of the SAfs genome was introgressed from the NZfs.

DISCUSSION
We have used a suite of phylogenetic and population genetic
methods to explore the origin of the Pfs lineage. Despite different

assumptions and temporal sensitivity, all methods concurred and
suggested that the Pfs is an evolutionarily independent lineage
that originated from an ancient hybridization, not a recent intro-
gression event, between the Gfs and the SAfs. Furthermore, our
ABC test strongly supported the hypothesis that the Pfs originated
from instantaneous HHS (Fig. 5). HHS should result in a new, dif-
ferentiated, stable hybrid lineage with homogenous ancestry com-
position among individuals (5, 12). As expected, after ancient
hybridization followed by evolutionary independence for ~40,000
generations (generation length of 11.7 years) (35), all Pfs individuals
have a distinct genetic component (Figs. 1 and 6 and fig. S13) and
presented similar ancestry proportions from both putative parental
species and with small ancestry blocks (Fig. 3) evenly distributed
along the genome (5, 31). In contrast, recent directional gene flow
could also produce mixed genomes, but in this case, admixture
levels are usually heterogeneous between individuals, there is no
distinct genetic component, and ancestry blocks are large (5, 6, 11).
Furthermore, data from the past demographic monitoring of Pfs

populations suggest that Pfs individuals are fully viable and that PSJ
and other rookeries are long-term reproductive colonies. For
example, in a recent census during four reproductive seasons in
Peru (2016–2019), there were individuals from all age classes
(pups, juveniles, subadults, and adults) in all years (28), showing
these to be fully viable populations. In addition, since the first sys-
tematic population assessment of fur seals in Peru in 1968, Pfs rook-
eries have consisted of several thousand individuals (40). These data
clearly show that Pfs individuals are viable and fertile and that Pfs is
a biological entity that has existed for at least several generations,
supporting our genomic results.
Some form of RI (extrinsic or intrinsic) between a new hybrid

population and its putative parental species is necessary to initiate
and maintain evolutionary independence (5, 11). Ecogeographical
isolation, instrumental in other cases of putative HHS (15, 41),
appears to be a central factor promoting divergence in the system:
The Pfs has an allopatric distribution, ~2000 km away along the
Pacific coast from each of its putative parentals, occupying an
area with distinct environmental conditions (e.g., climatology; fig.
S17). Thus, it is expected that the genomic results attesting to the
evolutionary independence of Pfs hybrid genome align with other
relevant axes of divergence (13). These include morphological, be-
havioral, and ecological differences between the Pfs and its donor
species (23, 25). However, the observed ancestry components in
two recent hybrids (Fig. 1D and fig. S5) suggest the possibility of
current but limited backcrossing between Pfs and Gfs and hence in-
complete intrinsic RI between them. This is expected, since occa-
sional hybridization is common in nature (2) and often evades
postzygotic isolation (42). In the eared seals and other marine
mammals, hybridization has been extensively documented (18,
43, 44), indicating poor prezygotic isolation and a role for extrinsic
barriers to prevent extensive hybridization in this group.
As for what caused the ecogeographical RI of the Pfs, which in-

volves ancient hybridization and a large organism with long gener-
ations where experimental crosses are not feasible, we must rely on
indirect evidence to support the relationship between hybridization
and the emergence of reproductive barriers (12, 15). Each parental
species is adapted to opposite environmental conditions: The Gfs is
endemic to a tropical climate (living along the equator line), and the
SAfs s. str. occurs in a temperate andmuch colder climate; its north-
ernmost limit in the Pacific is in southern Chile (43°S), ~5000 km

Table 2. HyDe analysis at population and individual levels. Analyses
used 97,047 single-nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) spaced by at least 25
kb. γ = shared ancestry between the putative hybrid and P2. P values
(<0.05) indicate significant evidence of hybridization and are shown
in bold.

P1 Hybrid P2 z
score P value γ

Population level

Galapagos Peruvian South
American 4.65 <0.00001 0.72

Peruvian
South

American
Galapagos −7.16 1 –

Peruvian Galapagos
South

American
−2.86 1 –

Individual level

Galapagos Peruvian SAfs CH 4.89 <0.00001 0.7

Galapagos Peruvian SAfs FK 4.05 <0.00001 0.75

Galapagos Peruvian SAfs AR 5 <0.00001 0.7
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south of the Galapagos Islands (Fig. 1 and fig. S17). Besides, Gfs is
adapted to large demographic oscillations during strong El Niño
events (~40% population decline) (45, 46), while SAfs distribution
is mainly outside the area of major and direct effects of El Niño and
does not experience such extreme population oscillations (21). In
this context, the Pfs is similar to the Gfs, as it also suffers consider-
able population declines (>50%) during El Niño events (46, 47). We
suggest that the Pfs may have originated from a hybridization event
between long-distant migrants from the parental species that would
have met halfway, perhaps during a warmer period or El Niño event
(48). Fur seals are highly dispersive, influenced by environmental
conditions, such as marine currents and oceanographic phenome-
na. They can also swim long distances (>5000 km) from their repro-
ductive sites (49, 50). For example, vagrant Gfs were occasionally
recorded during El Niño events along the coasts between Mexico
and Ecuador, although there were no previous reports of successful
breeding outside of the Galapagos Islands (51). However, we found
that two of the three individuals sampled in Isla Foca, a small, iso-
lated colony ~1000 km north of the Pfs main population (Fig. 1), are
genetically pure Gfs juveniles, and the third seems to be a non-F1
hybrid between Gfs and Pfs. Although our sampling is still limited,
these results suggest that Isla Foca is a new reproductive colony of
Gfs, indicative of the geographic expansion of GFs to the continent.
This demographic dynamic appears to replicate the scenario for the
origin of the Pfs suggested above and may be a consequence of the
recent ocean warming (52), which warrants further investigation.
Testing these hypotheses would require whole-genome resequenc-
ing with larger sample size, including selection analyses of genes

related to the ecological RI of the hybrid and its parental
species (12).
Besides contributing to our understanding of the role of hybrid-

ization in generating species-level biodiversity, our results also have
taxonomic and conservation implications. Because we show that the
Pfs is an evolutionary independent taxon with unique genetic com-
ponents of hybrid origin and is equally related to the Gfs and SAfs, it
should not be considered a subgroup (e.g., a subspecies) of any of its
parental species. Besides, the Pfs originated >0.4 Ma, a time interval
of comparable magnitude to the time of speciation for other recog-
nized pinniped species (18). Consequently, the correct biological
and taxonomic solution would be to grant the Pfs full species
status. This new status and its unique evolutionary history highlight
the concern for its conservation. The Pfs is already classified as vul-
nerable (47) given its limited distribution, relatively small popula-
tion size (~10,000 mature individuals), and considerable population
reductions during major El Niño events (46). Last, genetic differen-
tiation between the Falkland Islands and the other SAfs s. str. pop-
ulations were low, which does not support the proposed (53, 54)
subspecies status for the former, as opposed to the rest of the
species (Fig. 1, B and C, fig. S4, and table S3). We also did not
find any substantial difference between the Pacific (Chile) and At-
lantic (Brazil/Uruguay, Argentina, and Falklands) populations, in
agreement with some (32) but contrary to other mtDNA-based
results (24).

Fig. 5. Test of demographic scenarios for the origin of the Pfs. (A) The HHS (scenario 1) and the three alternative introgression scenarios tested. Ts and Tg are the
duration (in generations) of the intermediate subpopulation/s in the non–homoploid hybrid speciation (HHS) scenarios. (B) Model checking showing that the model fits
the datawell. (C) Posterior probability (point and 95% confidence interval) of each scenario (scenario choice) computedwith logistic regression. (D) Posterior distributions
of parameters Ts and Tg in scenarios 2 to 4 showing that they approached the minimum possible value of 0 (x axis).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Sample collection
In addition to the previously sequenced genomes of the NZfs, Gfs,
and SAfs (from Argentina) (18), 69 tissue samples were collected
from six populations of the SAfs along its distribution from Peru
to Southern Brazil (Fig. 1 and table S2). Skin biopsies (~0.5 cm3)
were obtained with piglet notch pliers from pups or recently dead
animals found ashore, stored in 70% ethanol, and cryopreserved at
−20°C. We used selective and nonlethal sampling without the ap-
plication of immobilizing drugs. The appropriate catching and sam-
pling permits were obtained from the appropriate authorities for the
respective locations. Genomic DNA extractions were carried out
with DNeasy Blood & Tissue Kit (QIAGEN) following the manu-
facturer’s protocol. DNA yield was quantified using a spectropho-
tometer (NanoDrop Lite), and quality was assessed on a 2%
agarose gel.

WGS sequencing
Additional new whole genome shotgun sequencing data were gen-
erated for SAfs from Peru, Chile, and Falklands (Fig. 1A and table
S1). Genomic libraries were prepared with Illumina DNA polymer-
ase chain reaction (PCR)–free or TruSeq Nano kits with an insert
size of 350 base pairs (bps), and two libraries were sequenced
(PE150, paired-end reads libraries of 150 bps in size generated in
both directions from each end of the inserted target DNA) per
lane on an Illumina HiSeq X platform. In addition, in some of
our analyses, we used Illumina sequencing data associated with
the genome of the Afs, A. gazella (55). Raw sequencing data for
this genomewere retrieved fromNational Center for Biotechnology
Information Sequencing Read Archive (table S1).

ddRAD-seq data generation
ddRAD-seq libraries of 72 individuals (table S2) were prepared in-
house following Kess et al. (56), a modified protocol of Peterson
et al. (57). Before library preparation, we performed an in silico
digest based on the reference genome of the Afs (55), A. gazella,
and using the python script of DaCosta and Sorenson (58) to esti-
mate the expected number of RAD loci per enzyme combination.

Aiming at ~15,000 genomic loci with approximately 50× coverage,
the enzymes SphI and Eco-RI were selected.
For each sample, 20 ng of genomic DNA was digested with re-

striction enzymes. P1 and P2 barcode combinations were ligated to
the generated fragments for individual identification before pooling
samples. DNA fragments between 355 and 555 bps were selected
using 1.5% agarose gel electrophoresis. These fragments were puri-
fied with the Invitrogen PureLink Quick Gel Extraction Kit and
magnetic bead purification to remove fragments below 250 bps.
Genomic libraries were sequenced on an Illumina HiSeq 2500 plat-
form using a single-end 2× 100-bp reads module.

Data quality control and mapping
Data quality for the different datasets was assessed with FastQC
v0.11.9 software (www.bioinformatics.babraham.ac.uk/projects/
fastqc, accessed 1 March 2018). The closest reference genome avail-
able to the focal clade, the AfsA. gazella (55), was included in the in-
group for most of the analyses of WGS. To avoid the bias of the ref-
erence genome in genomic estimations, we used the walrus Odobe-
nus rosmarus (59) as the reference for mapping the resequencing
data of all species assessed in this study. Reads of resequencing
data were mapped and locally realigned following the parameters
described by Lopes et al. (18). Reads of ddRAD-seq libraries were
trimmed for vestigial adapters and mapped against the closest avail-
able genome not used as an in-group in the ddRAD-seq analyses,
the Afs (55). ddRAD-seq libraries were locally realigned using the
module bam_pipeline implemented on PALEOMIX v1.2.13.2 (60)
as follows: Reads with length size of <60 bps and sequencing quality
phred score of <20 were filtered out by AdapterRemoval v2 (61);
remaining reads were mapped using Burrows-Wheeler Aligner
(BWA) v0.7.17 (62) and the BWA-MEM algorithm. Single-end
reads with a mapping quality phred score of <20 and unmapped
reads were discarded from the downstream pipeline; reads that
were sequenced more than two or less than 1 SD from the average
coverage of each genome were filtered out (63, 64). PCR duplicates
were detected and removed by Picard Tools v2.17.11 (https://
broadinstitute.github.io/picard/, accessed 1 February 2018), and
miscalling indels were locally realigned by Genome Analysis
Toolkit v3.8 (65). The effective number of samples (after filters)
and localities for each species are described in Fig. 1 and table S1.
SNPs were called using Analysis of Next Generation Sequencing

Data (ANGSD) v0.929 (66). For the whole genomes, we used only
sites with 100% of information; for ddRAD-seq, we removed all in-
dividuals and sites with less than 70% of genomic information
(samples and sites). The distribution of missing data within the
SNP panel of ddRAD-seq was graphically represented with
Matrix Condenser (67). Detailed parameter information for filter-
ing and mapping ddRAD-seq and whole-genome resequencing
data are described in the Supplementary Text.

Ploidy tests
To estimate the ploidy level of our focal species (Gfs, SAfs, and Pfs),
we used ploidyNGS, a python program that allows the identification
of ploidy level using only the sequencing reads of the WGS data
(68). We used the parameters of minimum coverage of 10 (-u)
and a maximum (-d) of 100 per site and the .bam file with the 20
largest scaffolds. The .bam file with the 20 largest scaffolds was gen-
erated with Samtools view, the options -b -h -L, and the .bed file (69)
with the position of the 20 largest scaffolds. The results are

Fig. 6. Inferred demographic parameters.Divergence times inmillion years (left)
and ancestry percentages (above the branches) as estimated with BP&P. Below the
numbers are the confidence intervals.
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histograms plotting the distribution of allele proportions across het-
erozygous positions in the genome. The number and location of
peaks depend on the ploidy (and their heights on coverage and het-
erozygosity of the genome). For example, the expected peak fre-
quencies are, for a diploid: 0, 0.5, and 1; for a triploid: 0, 0.33,
0.66, and 1; and for a tetraploid: 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, and 1. The em-
pirical histograms are also visually compared with simulated graph-
ics generated with a range of ploidy levels and parameters (fig. S3B;
see https://goo.gl/BHHNYM, accessed 2 March 2023).
We also evaluated the possibility of aneuploidy in the genomes

using an approach that quantified the read coverage across the chro-
mosomes (70). Here, we used the coverage of the 100 largest scaf-
folds (25% of the reference genome retrieved with Qualimap v2.2.1)
(71). We consider this number of scaffolds sufficient to be represen-
tative of all 19 chromosomes found in the group, as their chromo-
somes are very similar in size: The difference between the smallest
and largest is less than 5× (30). The regions of interest for the Qual-
imap analysis were generated from themapping outputs (.bam files)
with bedtools’ bamToBed function followed by the merge function
(72). The information on the size of the scaffolds was retrieved from
the index of the reference (.fai file) by sorting the size of the scaffolds
in decreasing order. On the basis of this information, the 100 largest
scaffolds were filtered out from the merged .bed file with bedtools
intersect function and then applied to Qualimap analysis for each
genome of interest. Last, the average coverage of the scaffolds was
imported in a spreadsheet, where the percentage of deviation of
each scaffold against the genome average was computed and the
graphics generated.

Population clustering and structure (WGS and ddRAD-seq)
First, we performed exploratory analyses to assess how individuals
and genomes clustered together with a PCA using PCAngsd (see the
Supplementary Text) (73). For the ddRAD-seq dataset, we used the
ANGSD Site Frequency Spectrum to assess the weighted pairwise
FST population differentiation based on PCA clustering.
To minimize the genetic linkage and consider all SNPs as inde-

pendent loci in the admixture analyzes of ddRAD-seq data, we
thinned the SNP matrix to a single SNP per contig with VCFtools
v0.1.16 (69). We evaluated the admixture proportions among indi-
viduals and populations/species using Bayesian clustering imple-
mented in the NGSadmix ANGSD (see the Supplementary Text)
(73). The best-fitted number of the genetic clusters was identified
with cross-validation, and 10 independent replicates were calculated
in admixture (from 1 to 10 clusters). The results were graphically
visualized with Pophelper v2.2.9 (74).

Phylogenomic inferences (WGS only)
We first used the whole-genome sequencing data to infer species
trees under the MSC that account for ILS but not admixture,
using StarBEAST2 (75) and ASTRAL-III (76). For these analyses,
we used nonoverlapping genomic fragments of 50 kb, with a step
size of 100 kb between each alignment, to avoid the effect of
linkage disequilibrium (55). Sites with missing data and masked
regions were removed with trimAl v1.4 (77). Scaffolds smaller
than 50 kb were excluded, and only sites with 100% of the data
were kept in the downstream pipeline. Alignments smaller than
half of the original alignment size and noninformative alignments
were discarded.

For each genomic fragment, maximum likelihood trees were
computed with raxmlHPC-PTHREADS v8.2 (78) using GTR + G
as the best-fit substitution model estimated by jModelTest2 (79)
and Afs as the outgroup. The outputs of RAxML of each dataset
were used to produce the maximum quartet support species tree
(exact search) under the MSC of ASTRAL-III (76).
For BEAST Bayesian inference, we randomly selected 300

genomic fragments of 50 kb as described above. We obtained the
root age estimation of the species tree with StarBEAST2 template
implemented in the BEAST v2.5.2 package (BEAUti, BEAST, and
TreeAnnotator; available from http://beast.bio.ed.ac.uk) (75). This
analysis and the ASTRAL-III approach (see below) assume that
the source of genealogical discordances is due to ILS, not consider-
ing migration events in the model. The priors used were: a strict
molecular clock with a relative mutation rate = 1, linked clock
models, constant population sizes, the HKY substitution model
with empirical base frequencies, an estimated gamma site model,
and the Yule tree model. We ran a Bayesian Markov chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) of 500,000,000 steps sampled each 20,000 with a
burn-in of 10%. The divergence times were calibrated on the basis
of the split time between the common ancestor of the Afs and the
remaining species at 2.4 Ma. This node age was based on the cali-
brated whole-genome species tree of Otariidae species (18).

Mitochondrial DNA sequence and phylogeny (WGS and
ddRAD-seq)
Mitochondrial genomes (mtDNA) of our WGS samples were as-
sembled by mapping raw reads with PALEOMIX v1.2.13.2 against
the complete mitochondrial genome of Arctocephalus townsendi
(GenBank NC008420) following Lopes et al. (18). These mtDNA
genomes, together with those from other otariids from (18) or
from GenBank (see fig. S6 and table S4 for more information),
were automatically aligned with MUSCLE and a neighbor-joining
tree estimated with MEGA X (80).
We also sequenced an mtDNA control region fragment of the

ddRAD-seq samples of the fur seals from the Peruvian coast (PSJ
and Isla Foca) as described previously (81) to identify the matrilin-
eal inheritance of each sample (table S4). Identification of the
mtDNA origin was based on previously published sequences (18,
32, 81, 82).

Topology weighting analysis (WGS only)
For Twisst analysis (topology weighting by an iterative sampling of
subtrees) (83), we used the scripts and programs as described in
https://github.com/simonhmartin/twisst (accessed 10 March
2022) and http://evomics.org/learning/population-and-speciation-
genomics/2018-population-and-speciation-genomics/topology-
weighting/.

Admixture analyses (WGS only)
We used several methods to test the presence of admixture between
the taxa. First, we estimated f3 and f4-statistics (34) with the whole
genomes using threepop and fourpop modules available in the
TreeMix package v1.13 (38, 84). The f3-statistic explicitly tests
whether a taxon of interest C is the result of admixture between
two others (A and B), considering the product of allelic differentials
between (c − a)(c − b): Negative values suggest that allelic frequen-
cies c are intermediate at many populations, which is consistent
with admixture. In contrast, positive results are not informative
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about the admixture. f4-statistics uses unrooted four-population
phylogenies to visualize shared genetic drift among taxa (84). For
an f4 (A,B;C,D) topology, without invoking admixture, the allele fre-
quency difference between A and B (a − b) and between C and D (c
− d) should be unrelated and hence results in f4 = [(a − b)(c − d)] =
0. Significantly positive f4 implies gene flow between A and C or B
and D. Significantly negative f4 implies gene flow between A and D
or B and C. As used here, when A is an outgroup, it allows testing
past introgression between B and either C or D. A significantly pos-
itive f4 implies gene flow between B and D, and a significantly neg-
ative f4 implies gene flow between B and C. Significant f4 values may
also be interpreted as rejecting the given topology (85, 86). The sig-
nificance of f3 and f4-statistics is based on the z score and was per-
formed over 1331 blocks of 10,000 SNPs. Significantly positive (z >
3) and significantly negative (z < −3) values reject the null hypoth-
esis (84). We plotted the distribution of f3 and f4 values with the
function f4stats from admixturegraph (87), an R package.
Next, we used the Dsuite package v0.5 to estimate D-statistics

(also called ABBA-BABA test) and the f4-ratio statistics (35, 88).
The D-statistics analysis compares the distribution of ancestral
(A) and derived (B) sites in a four-taxa asymmetric phylogeny
{[(P1, P2), P3], O} with P1 to P3 being in-groups and O being
the outgroup. Under the null hypothesis that P1 and P2 descend
from an ancestor that diverged earlier from the ancestral P3,
derived alleles B should be found at the same proportion in P1
and P2. Gene flow between P2 and P3 will lead to an excess of
ABBA patterns and a positive D-statistic; gene flow between P1
and P3 will lead to a surplus of BABA patterns and a negative D-
statistics (89). Statistical significance for a deviation of the D-statis-
tics from 0 was assessed by estimating z scores and their P values
over 10,000 standard block jackknife procedures (89) and 1761
SNPs per block, using a P < 0.05 as an indication for a putative
signal of genomic introgression. The f4 ratio estimates ancestry pro-
portions in an admixed population and is calculated from the quo-
tient of two D-statistics to quantify the amount of introgression in a
target species [for details regarding f4 ratio, see (34, 90)].
To summarize the f4 ratio in a phylogenetic context, we used the

f-branch program in the Dsuite package. The f-branch ( fb)Cmetric
uses f4 ratio to assess gene flow evidence in branches and internal
descendants of a hypothesized phylogeny. The ( fb)C statistic reflects
the excess sharing of alleles between population or taxon C and the
descendants of the branch labeled b (88). On the basis of our phy-
logenetic analysis (see the Supplementary Text and Fig. 2), we used
two phylogenies for the f-branch analyses in distinct runs: Pfs as the
sister group of SAfs and Pfs as the sister group of Gfs.

Hybrid detection with HyDe program (WGS only)
The HyDe program performs hypothesis tests on triples of taxa to
detect hybridization events, including hybrid speciation, using phy-
logenetic invariants estimated from the genomic data (36). We
tested all possible triples of taxa among Gfs, SAfs, and Pfs using
NZfs as an outgroup. As input, we used 97,047 SNPs spaced by
25 kb. We used vcf2phylip.py with default parameters (https://
github.com/edgardomortiz/vcf2phylip v2.0, accessed 11/1/2021)
to transform the VCF file to the PHYLIP format as needed. We
first considered all three SAfs genomes (from AR, FK, and CH) to-
gether (run_hyde.py) and next tested each SAfs individual
(individual_hyde.py).

Introgression analyses (WGS only)
Given the evidence of admixture between the taxa from the initial
analyses, we next estimated the evolutionary history of the group
while accounting for introgression. First, we used TreeMix, a
method that estimates the patterns of population splits and histor-
ical events of admixture by using a set of SNPs of extant popula-
tions. Next, we used admixtools2 in R (https://uqrmaie1.github.
io/admixtools, accessed 11 January 2021) to estimate admixture
graphs. The SNP dataset used above for the Dsuite analyses was
thinned to one SNP each 25 kb, resulting in 96,026 SNPs with no
missing data. The best-fit graph was estimated using five indepen-
dent runs of command find_graphs(stop_gen2 = 1000, numgraphs
= 100, plusminus_generations = 20). Confidence intervals were es-
timated using qpgraph_resample_snps with 100 bootstraps. The
above methods used statistics (such as f2, f3, and D-statistics) esti-
mated from individual SNPs.
We also inferred phylogenetic networks (that account for ILS

and introgression) with PhyloNet v3.8.2 (91) command
MCMC_GT, which uses gene trees to perform Bayesian inference
of the posterior distribution of the species network. We used 7810
gene trees from genomic fragments of 50 kb separated by 100 kb
(see the Supplementary Text). To reduce the effect of intrafragment
genetic recombination on the phylogenetic estimates, we used the
software 3SEQ on full run mode (92) and removed the alignments
with evidence of recombination at a P < 0.01 after Bonferroni cor-
rection (93). We ran an MCMC chain with a length of 5 × 107 iter-
ations sampled every 5000 steps, discarding the first 1000 as burn-in
with the pseudo-likelihood option (instead of full likelihood) and a
maximum of three reticulations to reduce runtime. On the basis of
the previous analysis (i.e., TreeMix, f-branch, PCA, and FST), we
considered SAfs from Argentina, Falklands, and Chile as a unique
taxon. The hybridization network tree was visualized with Dendro-
scope v3.7.4.

Divergence times (WGS only)
To estimate divergence and introgression times, we used a Bayesian
MCMCmethod with a MSCmodel in the presence of introgression
(MSCi) as implemented in BP&P v4.1.4 (94). We used 5000 ran-
domly selected genomic fragments of 5 kb each generated with
the pipeline described in the Supplementary Text. The genomic
fragments used were filtered to maximize the amount of fully re-
combined, independent segments in the same way as mentioned
above for the PhyloNet MCMC_GT analysis. In the BP&P run,
we used module A00 to estimate the divergence times under the
MSCi model when the species network is given (94, 95) to allow ac-
ceptable runtimes. We used the network with the maximum poste-
rior value estimated by PhyloNet MCMC_GT, allowing migration
among Pfs-Gfs-SAfs and between SAfs-NZfs. The MCMC was run
for 8 × 105 iterations after 2 × 104 iterations of burn-in with theta
and tau prior set to 2 × 10−3. The theta prior specifies the inverse
gamma prior, the number of differences per kilobyte, and the tau
specifies the divergence time parameter for the root (18). Samples
were recorded every four iterations. The convergence of the MCMC
runs was assessed with Tracer v1.7.1. For this analysis, the diver-
gence times were also calibrated on the basis of the age of the
root from Lopes et al. (18).
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Test of hybridization scenarios with DIYABC (ddRAD-
seq only)
We used the approximate Bayesian computation method imple-
mented on DIYABC v2.1.0 (96) to test the most likely evolutionary
hybrid scenario for the origin of Pfs with the ddRAD-seq SNPs
dataset. We tested four alternative scenarios for hybridization, de-
picted in Fig. 5 and fig. S14. Scenario 1 is an HHS, in which indi-
viduals from the Gfs and SAfs hybridize to produce the Pfs without
forming previously differentiated lineages. Alternative, non-HHS
scenarios are introgression from Gfs into a previously isolated pop-
ulation of SAfs originating the Pfs or from SAfs into a previously
isolated population of Gfs originating the Pfs (scenarios 2 and 3,
respectively) and a hybrid origin of Pfs from the fusion of two pre-
viously isolated populations from Gfs and SAfs (scenario 4). Note
that scenario 4 may also be considered an HHS model. We did not
include the NZfs genome in the analyses to maintain simpler sce-
narios and improve estimation efficiency.
The distribution of the priors for the parameters is presented in

fig. S14. The population size priors for the three species were set to a
large interval but those for the ancestral populations that ultimately
originated the Pfs (in scenarios 2 to 4) were narrower (10 to 10,000).
As priors, for the time of the divergence of Gfs and Pfs and the hy-
bridization, we used the estimates from the BP&P analyses. For the
non-HHS (2, 3, and 4) scenarios, we first set a minimum of 100 gen-
erations between the origin of the population(s) and the introgres-
sion or hybridization that originated the Pfs (parameters Tg andTs).
We consider this a reasonable minimum time for an offshoot pop-
ulation to be considered a genetically different population from its
parent and for the method to be able to statistically differentiate
these scenarios from the HHS “instantaneous” origin (i.e.,
without the formation of a previously differentiated population).
However, to test the effect of this limitation on our results, we ran
two additional analyses: one analysis with Tg and Ts set to a
minimum of 300 generations and the other setting these parameters
to a minimum of 0. Note that as Tg and Ts approached 0, this es-
sentially renders the alternative scenarios 2 to 4 equivalent to the
HHS scenario.
All available summary statistics were used. We performed

1,000,000 simulations for each scenario in every run above. The pos-
terior probability of each scenario (scenario choice) was computed
with the logistic regression based on the 40,000 simulated data
closest to the observed data and the four intermediate values. In ad-
dition, pre-evaluation scenario-prior combinations and model
checking for the best scenario were performed with PCA with the
default options. Model checking, as described in DIYABC manual,
“is a PCA in the space of summary statistics using datasets simulated
with the prior distributions of parameters and the observed data as
well as datasets from the posterior predictive distribution that are
represented on each plane of the PCA. If the model fits the data
well, then one should see on each PCA plane a wide cloud of data-
sets simulated from the prior, with the observed dataset in the
middle of a small cluster of datasets from the posterior predictive
distribution.”The settings for this analysis were logit transformation
of parameters on 10,000 simulated data closest to the observed data
and 1000 datasets simulated from the posterior. We used DIYABC
analyses only to test the evolutionary scenarios, not to estimate the
time parameters; as in DIYABC with ddRAD-seq SNP dataset, ab-
solute times are not informative (see the DIYABC v2.1.0 manual).
We additionally estimated the posterior distribution of the Tg and

Ts parameters, as they are the ones that allow us to better under-
stand the differentiation between the HHS and the introgression
scenarios.
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